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After a hard fought first round win away against Hope Valley the A Grade were excited by the opportunity to take on
Plympton for our first home game of the season.
After a slow start the previous week, we set our sights on a fast and positive start. A few tweaks to our pre-game warm
up and mindset ensured we started strongly, with the boys executing our team defence and offense right from the first
siren. Our ball movement off half back was clean and organised, allowing our forwards (namely Alex Forster) to capitalise
on fast and effective forward entries. Unfortunately, similar to instances in Round 1, a few basic skill errors and free kicks
cost us, allowing Plympton to score some easy goals late in the first term.
The second quarter saw the boys put on a dominant display, ultimately winning the quarter 6 goals to 0. As a team we
defended strongly - not allowing any easy entries for Plympton - and our ball movement was as good as we have seen
so far this season. Many of our offensive transitions were led by Tom Lawrie who played an exceptional game across half
back. During the 2nd term Plympton were unable to stop our scoring and we went in to half time full of positivity and a
commanding lead.
The third quarter was a different story. While we knew that Plympton would look to respond after half time, it seemed
that everything we had done well in the second quarter seemed to become much harder. While the warm conditions may
have had an impact, our skill errors and an inability to continue executing our game plan allowed Plympton to win the
quarter 4 goals to 2. The last quarter was largely a stale-mate, with both teams kicking four goals as defensive fatigue
had well and truly set in.
At our Tuesday night game review we spoke about why and how we allowed our performance to dip so severely in the
third term, most of which stemmed back to our mindset and confidence to execute our game plan when we were being
challenged, or after skill errors have led to opposition scores. While I was satisfied with a 5 goal win, our challenge as a
group is to execute the way we want to play for longer each week.
Better players on the day were Tom Lawrie (as mentioned) who played a great game off half back. His exceptional foot
skills were on show as he took the game on and rebounded with great efficiency. Jack Green played a captains game in
the midfield, playing a major role in enabling us to win the contested footy on the day. Tom Evans who provided a marking target around the ground all day and worked extremely hard for his three goals. Harry Roberts played a great game
stepping up to cover the injured Matt Falzon, winning his one-on-one contests and giving us plenty of drive rebounding
our of defence.
Special shoutout to Jack Green who won our ‘Trademark Player of the Week’ award for a strong game in the midfield.
While our midfield group has been challenged over the past few weeks (particularly against dominant ruckman), Greeny
played an important role in ensuring we levelled our midfield contests and led by example.
This week we take on Mitcham away as we look to continue to piece together a positive four quarter performance.
I’d like to take this opportunity to give a special shoutout to my player sponsor Hey Diddle Wines. For all wine enthusiasts out there, be sure to check out the Hey Diddle range (https://heydiddle.com.au/) and get behind an exciting (and
delicious!) supporter of the club.
Cheers,
Evo
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B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 2 was a real awakening for our side against Plympton Bulldogs!
On paper we had a solid side, but as is so often the case, the side on paper does not always reflect the side on the park.
We needed to be at our best.
The first quarter started off with a bang, with a shot on goal from the Big Red Fred at Full Forward after just 17 seconds,
but unfortunately the ball got pushed to the right and the was the way for us for the rest of the day, lots of good sights
at it but just not able to capitalise on our opportunities. Plympton just bullied us at the ball and took advantage of their
opportunities, and the ball movement out of our forward line was at time unabated and gave our defence literally no opportunity. Big Fred McClure put in a big effort to present and provide a spark and Zoa’s and the midfield struggled to get
their mojo but battled hard and the defence, led by Liam Switala stood up under the barrage for us to go in quarter time
down by 22 points 1.4-10 to 5.2-32
The second quarter was again a challenge as we were under pressure constantly and the boys were doing their best to
play to a new game plan, but it was not consistent across the ground which led to uncharacteristic gaps in our defence.
This led to easy goals for the Bulldogs but shots on goal from unrealistic positions for us. For the first half of the second
we were well on top with the ball in forward half for a lot of the play but we were just unable to capitalise. We went in at
half time down by 38 points 2.8-20 to 9.4-58
The third quarter was all Plympton. Our defence battled hard, and our midfield got first use but really didn’t capitalise on
it and got a little forward of the play which is not our game plan where the midfield supports the defence, sit behind the
play and front and centre of the forwards when required, giving the forward 50 plenty of space to run into. The second
half of the third we went man on and the game finally changed in our favour, although the scoreboard didn’t show it we
started to win the 50/50 ball and we had found a chink in their armour. We finished the quarter down by 54 points 3.1028 to 13.4-82
Finally in the last the boys came to play, and we saw glimpses of what 2022 can be and its exciting. Our midfield got on
top, our forwards were taking good opportunities and Liam Switala and Zeb were marshals in defence. Alex Egarr had to
go forward due to a corky and kicked a couple with Neb Carruthers really starting to show what ell bring with composure
beyond his years. Ultimately it was led by the experience of Ben Wood and Robbo across half back that drove the ball
forward. We kicked 5 straight for the quarter while they only managed the 3 goals.
WE now know who the benchmark for 2022 is for us and we will get them next time.
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C GRADE MATCH REPORT

In round 2 the Glamours were back at home against Plymton who were also coming off a big with in their
opening game. Back at home for the first time in 2022 the boys were excited and buoyed by a couple of massive inclusions with Jimmy Allan and Jace Bode playing their first game in the Glamours after very successful
SANFL careers. Having their experience was invaluable for the playing group and it was a pleasure to have
them in our side. With the Easter break right around the corner the boys were desperate to ensure we went
into the break 2-0.
The first quarter the boys came out flying and showed Plymton exactly who owns Haslam Oval. Jimmy Allan
drained 6 goals with his first 6 kicks to give us a near unassailable lead from the very beginning. Although we
were dominating our ball movement was far from perfect and we tended to overuse the footy going forward.
This was the only blemish in a near flawless opening term as we ran out to massive lead at quarter time.
The second quarter was the definition of C grade football perfection. Our ball movement was crisp, we didn’t
overuse it, our forwards were dominating and our defence was rock solid. We totally dominated Plympton
from start to finish and it was so exciting to see. The connection between ruckman Nick Worral and on baller
Tom Roberts was unbelievable as they linked up for clearance after clearance and multiple cases where we
only had 2 or 3 possessions from the centre bounce before a shot on goal. With near a 100 point lead at half
time the game was well and truly over with 2 quarters still to play.
We have been in this situation many time since I’ve been coaching the C grade and the message is always
the same. We don’t let up, we don’t take the foot off the gas and we dominate from start to finish. We want
make sure we are ruthless and consistent so that when we come up against stronger opposition we are ready
and we understand what is required to put in a four quarter effort. Unfortunately the boys got complacent in
this quarter and allowed Plymton to kick a couple of goals while they significantly slowed our scoring. This
was slightly disappointing but we still had another quarter to respond and get back to style of play we had in
the second quarter.
It was great to see a response in the last as the boys got kicked into gear after allowing Plympton to get on
the scoreboard in the third term. One of the highlights from this quarter was the was the back 6 stuck to their
task and worked so hard across the ground to make sure we had coverage wherever the ball was coming
in. Even though we were by 120+ points the boys did not stop working which was really pleasing to see. At
the end of the day we ran out 145 point victors with the final scoreline of Pembroke 25.18.168 to Plympton
3.5.23. This was such a good result for our first home game of the year and meant we well and truly earned
the Easter Break. We now look forward to our next game away against Mitcham and hopefully we can keep
the ball rolling with another win! Love the Kings, love the Glams!!
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D GRADE - BYE
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QUEENS’ MATCH REPORT

In very hot conditions against Adeliade University, we went into the game with no less than 8 changes to the side that
played in round 1. The numerous changes were due to a combination of COVID, players unavailable and some compulsory rotations required to provide players an opportunity for their first game for 2022.
It was a fairly scrappy game in the first quarter and we did find it difficult kicking into a tricky breeze. Our forward line
was often quite congested however we managed to kick two goals through some skillful work from Amber Hopkins and
Eliza Cunningham. The second term we worked hard to try and keep our forward line open however Uni were getting
numerous players back into defence which was making our forward play difficult. Becky Edwards was controlling any
forward entries they did try to make and Lu lu Tierney was back working hard bringing the ball forward in a quick manner.
At half time the Queens enjoyed a nice rest in the only cool shade available, lots of fluids were required to keep the energy levels up for the second half. The third quarter was fairly similar to the first with Uni making it difficult for us to score
easily into the breeze. We were having no trouble controlling the play with Ash Carter on top in the midfield and Lucy
Hammond working hard in the stoppages. At the last break the Queens were encouraged to use their running power and
fitness to keep pushing forward and this really did come to fruition in the last quarter. We manage to double our score
and kick one of our highest scores in our short history. Eliza C demonstrated a high work rate throughout the last quarter
and eventually we broke down the Uni defence and were able to kick five goals for the term. Sarah Malpas demonstrated
that she is capable of playing at either end of the ground with a strong display at full forward with 4 goals.
In summary it was another dominant performance from the Queens and also indicates an excellent level depth within the
squad to remain competitive throughout the season ahead.
Cheers
JC
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